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Abstract

Background Quality of bowel preparation prior to colonoscopy is essential. Studies have shown
a reduced volume of polyethylene glycol (PEG) with bisacodyl may improve visualization and
tolerability, but results have varied. Therefore, a meta-analysis was performed to analyze the
efficacy of a low-volume PEG bowel preparation with bisacodyl for bowel preparation prior
to colonoscopy.
Methods Multiple databases were searched (June 2012). Only randomized controlled trials
in peer-reviewed journals on adult subjects comparing low-volume PEG (2 L) with bisacodyl
versus 4 L PEG were included. Meta-analysis for the efficacy of low-volume PEG with bisacodyl
and 4 L PEG were analyzed by calculating pooled estimates of number of satisfactory, excellent, and poor bowel preparations as well as adverse patient events (abdominal pain, nausea,
vomiting, bloating).
Results Six studies (N=1,540) met the inclusion criteria. No statistically significant differences were noted between low-volume PEG (2 L) with bisacodyl and 4 liters PEG for number
of satisfactory (OR 0.86; 95% CI: 0.45-1.63, P=0.64), excellent (OR 1.08; 95% CI: 0.78-1.50,
P=0.63), or poor bowel preparations (OR 0.68; 95% CI: 0.35-1.34, P=0.27). A statistically
significant decrease in nausea (OR 0.57; 95% CI: 0.36-0.89, P=0.01), vomiting (OR 0.57; 95%
CI: 0.40-0.81, P<0.01), and bloating (OR 0.65; 95% CI: 0.49-0.87, P<0.01) was noted for the
low-volume PEG with bisacodyl as compared to 4 L PEG. No statistically significant differences
were noted between the two groups for abdominal pain (P=0.62).
Conclusion Low-volume PEG (2 L) with bisacodyl demonstrates less nausea, vomiting, and
bloating without adversely affecting the bowel preparation.
Keywords Polyethylene glycol, bisacodyl, colonoscopy, meta-analysis
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Introduction
Colonoscopy continues to remain the preferred procedure
of investigation of diseases of the colon and terminal ileum. An
adequate colonoscopy requires adequate visualization of the
colonic and terminal ileum mucosa. Inadequate visualization
increases the possibility of missed lesions, prolongs procedure
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time, and increases patient discomfort [1]. In addition, there is
an increase in the cost of colonoscopy if the procedure needs
to be repeated due to an inadequate preparation [2]. The ideal
preparation for colonoscopy would empty the colon of all fecal
material without any effect on the histological or endoscopic
appearance of the mucosa. Furthermore, it would be palatable
to the patient, require a short period of ingestion, cause no
patient discomfort, and would have minimal fluid shifts [3].
Since the introduction of polyethylene glycol (PEG)
in 1980, PEG solutions have quickly become the preferred
method of bowel cleansing [4]. Due to the large volume which
is required for adequate cleansing, patient tolerance can be
low. Given that over 14 million colonoscopies are performed
in the United States annually [5], the costs associated with
inadequate bowel preparation can be significant [6]. One of
the more important predictors of a poor bowel preparation
www.annalsgastro.gr
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is a patient’s inability to complete the preparation due to the
large volume which needs to be consumed [6].
In an effort to improve patient tolerance of PEG solutions,
several studies have been performed examining low-volume
PEG solutions using an adjunct, such as ascorbic acid,
magnesium citrate, or bisacodyl [7-11]. Patient compliance,
tolerance, and quality of bowel preparation have differed
among randomized trails evaluating low-volume PEG and
bisacodyl. Therefore, we conducted a meta-analysis to evaluate
low-volume (2 L) PEG with bisacodyl versus full-dose (4 L)
PEG for bowel preparation prior to colonoscopy.

Potential
articles
(N=207)

Excluded (N=191)
Case reports/series
Retrospective
Reviews
Pediatric

Potentially
appropriate articles
(N=16)

Excluded (N=10)
Sodium phosphate (N=6)
No 4L PEG group (N=2)
No 2L PEG group (N=2)

Trials included in
meta-analysis
(N=6)

Materials and methods
Study selection criteria

Figure 1 Article search results for this meta-analysis

All randomized controlled trials (RCTs) on adult patients
comparing large-volume PEG solutions with low-volume
PEG solutions and bisacodyl were included in our analysis.
Data collection and extraction

PubMed, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials &
Database of Systematic Reviews, and CINAHL were searched
through June 2012. The search terms were bowel preparations,
polyethylene glycol, and bisacodyl. All references from selected

RCTs were reviewed to ensure no additional trials were omitted
from the primary searches. Only RCTs in peer-reviewed
journals on adult subjects comparing low-volume PEG (2 L)
with bisacodyl versus 4 L PEG were included. Data extraction
was performed by two independent reviewers using standard
forms. Each study was evaluated by a Jadad score (0-5 with
5 indicating excellent quality and 0 indicating poor quality)
[12] and criteria based on Juni et al [13] to assess the quality
of the study.

Table 1 Details of studies included in meta-analysis
Type of
study

Blinding

Location

Number
of patients

Low-volume
preparation

Full-dose
preparation

Adams et al

RCT

Single

Australia

382

2 L PEG +
bisacodyl 15 mg

4L PEG

Huppertz-Hauss
et al

RCT

Single

Norway

147

2 L PEG +
bisacodyl 10 mg

4L PEG

Sharma et al

RCT

Single

United
States

105

2 L PEG +
bisacodyl 20 mg

4L PEG

Full-dose
night before

Aronchick
(4-point)

3

DiPalma et al

RCT

Single

United
States

186

2 L PEG +
bisacodyl 20 mg

4L PEG

Full-dose
night before

Aronchick
(4-point)

4

Ker et al

RCT

Single

United
States

300

2 L PEG +
bisacodyl 20 mg

4L PEG

Full-dose
night before

Modified
Aronchick
(5-point)

3

Kao et al

RCT

Single

Canada

420

2 L PEG +
bisacodyl 20 mg

4L PEG

Full-dose
(morning procedures)
and
Split-dose
(afternoon procedures)

Ottawa

3

Author

RCT, randomized controlled trial; PEG, polyethylene glycol
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Jadad
score

Dosing

Prep scale

Full-dose
night before

Modified
Aronchick
(5-point)

4

Full-dose
Modified
(morning procedures) Aronchick
and
(6-point)
Split-dose
(afternoon procedures)

3
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Statistical analysis

Results

A meta-analysis was performed comparing low-volume
PEG with bisacodyl and 4 L PEG for bowel preparation prior
to colonoscopy by calculating pooled estimates of quality of
bowel preparations (satisfactory, excellent, and poor) as well
as adverse patient events (abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting,
bloating). Given slightly different bowel preparation scales
being used (Aronchick, modified Aronchick, and Ottawa bowel
preparation scales), the quality of preparation (satisfactory,
excellent, poor) was defined based upon each authors definitions
in the individual studies. Separate analyses were performed
for each main outcome by using odds ratio (OR) with fixed
and random effects models. Heterogeneity among studies was
assessed by calculating I² measure of inconsistency which was
considered significant if P<0.10 or I2>50%. If heterogeneity was
statistically significant, a study elimination analysis was utilized
to examine for heterogeneity when certain studies were excluded
from the analysis. RevMan 5.1 was utilized for statistical analysis.

Article search

Study of subgroup
Adams et al
DiPalma et al
Huppertz-Hauss et al
Kao et al
Sharma et al

2L PEG + Bisacodyl
Events
Total
178
81
40
174
40

191
93
71
210
46

4L PEG
Events Total
173
86
62
170
46

191
93
76
210
59

Total (95% CI)
611
629
Total events
513
537
2
2
2
Heterogeneity: Tau =0.37; Chi =13.95, df=4 (P=0.007); I =71%
Test for overall effect: Z=0.46 (P=0.64)

The initial search identified 207 articles (Fig. 1). Six
studies satisfied the inclusion criteria (N=1,540) with a mean
age ranging from 50 to 63 years. Table 1 shows a summary
of the details in each study. All studies used 2 L PEG with
bisacodyl with varying dosages and 4 L PEG. Huppertz-Hauss
et al used 10 mg of bisacodyl while Adams et al used 15 mg of
bisacodyl [14,15]. All other studies used 20 mg of bisacodyl
[11,16-18]. A majority of the studies utilized full-dose bowel
preparation with all of the preparation taken the night prior
to the procedure [11,14,16,17]. Two studies did perform
split-dose regimen in patients with afternoon appointments
only, in which some of the preparation was taken the night
before the colonoscopy and the remaining preparation taken
the day of the procedure [15,18].

Weight

Odds Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

20.9%
17.3%
20.8%
24.7%
16.3%

1.42 (0.68, 3.00)
0.55 (0.21, 1.46)
0.29 (0.14, 0.61)
1.14 (0.69, 1.87)
1.88 (0.66, 5.42)

100.0%

0.86 (0.45, 1.63)

Odds Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

Favors 2L PEG + Bisacodyl Favors 4L PEG

A
Study of subgroup
Adams et al
DiPalma et al
Sharma et al

2L PEG + Bisacodyl
Events
Total
52
42
17

191
93
46

Total (95% CI)
330
Total events
111
Heterogeneity: Chi2=3.54, df=2 (P=0.17); I2=43%
Test for overall effect: Z=0.48 (P=0.63)

4L PEG
Events Total
48
48
13
109

Weight

Odds Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

191
93
59

51.0%
38.5%
10.5%

1.11 (0.71, 1.76)
0.77 (0.43, 1.37)
2.07 (0.88, 4.90)

343

100.0%

1.08 (0.78, 1.50)

Odds Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Favors 2L PEG + Bisacodyl Favors 4L PEG

B
Study of subgroup
Adams et al
DiPalma et al
Sharma et al

2L PEG + Bisacodyl
Events
Total
13
2
0

191
93
46

Total (95% CI)
330
Total events
15
Heterogeneity: Chi2=0.57, df=2 (P=0.75); I2=0%
Test for overall effect: Z=1.11 (P=0.27)

4L PEG
Events
Total
18
2
2
22

Weight

Odds Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

191
93
59

80.2%
9.4%
10.4%

0.70 (0.33, 1.48)
1.00 (0.14, 7.25)
0.25 (0.01, 5.28)

343

100.0%

0.68 (0.35, 1.34)

Odds Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Favors 2L PEG + Bisacodyl Favors 4L PEG

C

Figure 2 (A) Forest plots for quality of bowel preparation between low-volume polyethylene glycol (PEG) with bisacodyl compared to fulldose PEG for satisfactory, (B) excellent, (C) poor preparation
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Study of subgroup
Adams et al
DiPalma et al
Kao et al
Ker et al

2L PEG + Bisacodyl
Events
Total
37
191
38
93
78
179
10
150

4L PEG
Events
Total
63
191
64
93
94
184
9
150

Total (95% CI)
613
Total events
163
230
Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.13; Chi2=7.76, df=3 (P=0.05); I2=61%
Test for overall effect: Z=2.46 (P=0.01)

618

Odds Ratio
Weight M-H, Random, 95% CI
29.2%
0.49 (0.31, 0.78)
24.2%
0.31 (0.17, 0.57)
31.4%
0.74 (0.49, 1.12)
15.2%
1.12 (0.44, 2.84)
100.0%

Odds Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

0.57 (0.36, 0.89)

Favors 2L PEG + Bisacodyl Favors 4L PEG

Figure 3 Forest plot for nausea between low-volume polyethylene glycol (PEG) with bisacodyl compared to full-dose PEG

Study of subgroup
Adams et al
DiPalma et al
Kao et al
Ker et al

2L PEG + Bisacodyl
Events
Total
10
191
13
93
20
179
13
150

Total (95% CI)
613
Total events
56
Heterogeneity: Ch2=2.43, df=3 (P=0.49); I2=0%
Test for overall effect: Z=3.10 (P=0.002)

4L PEG
Events
Total
18
191
27
93
24
184
23
150
92

618

Weight
20.7%
28.2%
25.5%
25.5%

Odds Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI
0.53 (0.24, 1.18)
0.40 (0.19, 0.83)
0.84 (0.45, 1.58)
0.52 (0.25, 1.08)

100.0%

0.57 (0.40, 0.81)

Odds Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Favors 2L PEG + Bisacodyl Favors 4L PEG

Figure 4 Forest plot for vomiting between low-volume polyethylene glycol (PEG) with bisacodyl compared to full-dose PEG

Study of subgroup
DiPalma et al
Kao et al
Ker et al

2L PEG + Bisacodyl
Events
Total
69
93
83
179
48
150

Total (95% CI)
422
Total events
200
2
2
Heterogeneity: Chi =3.69, df=2 (P=0.16); I =46%
Test for overall effect: Z=2.88 (P=0.004)

4L PEG
Events
Total
83
93
106
184
53
150
242

427

Weight
18.9%
49.4%
31.7%

Odds Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI
0.35 (0.16, 0.77)
0.64 (0.42, 0.96)
0.86 (0.53, 1.39)

100.0%

0.65 (0.49, 0.87)

Odds Ratio
M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Favors 2L PEG + Bisacodyl Favors 4L PEG

Figure 5 Forest plot for bloating between low-volume polyethylene glycol (PEG) with bisacodyl compared to full-dose PEG

Quality of bowel preparations

Gastrointestinal side effects

The quality of the bowel prep was examined in five studies
[11,14-16,18]. Five studies examined the percentage of patients
having satisfactory preps (N=1,240) [11,14-16,18] while three
studies examined excellent and poor preps (N=673) [11,14,16].
There was no statistical difference for the number of satisfactory
(OR 0.86; 95% CI: 0.45-1.63, P=0.64), excellent (OR 1.08; 95%
CI: 0.78-1.50, P=0.63), or poor bowel preparations (OR 0.68;
95% CI: 0.35-1.34, P=0.27), (Fig. 2 A-C).

The frequency of nausea was examined by four studies
(N=1,231) [14,16-18]. A statistically significant decrease in
the frequency of nausea (OR 0.57; 95% CI: 0.36-0.89, P=0.01)
was noted between the 2 L PEG with bisacodyl as compared
to the 4 L PEG. Fig. 3 shows the Forest plot for nausea.
Four studies examined the side effect of vomiting (N=1,231)
[14,16-18]. A statistically significant decrease in vomiting (OR
0.57; 95% CI: 0.40-0.81, P<0.01) was observed between the 2
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Figure 6 Funnel plot demonstrating no publication bias

L PEG with bisacodyl group compared to the 4 L PEG. Fig. 4
shows the Forest plot for vomiting. No significant heterogeneity
was observed (I2=0%, P=0.83).
Three studies also examined the frequency of bloating
(N=849) [16-18]. A statistically significant decrease in bloating
(OR 0.65; 95% CI: 0.49-0.87, P<0.01) was observed between
the 2 L PEG with bisacodyl group compared to the 4L PEG
(Fig. 5).
Four studies examined the frequency of abdominal pain
during the preparation (N=1,231) [14,16-18]. No statistically
significant difference for the frequency of abdominal pain
(OR 1.25; 95% CI: 0.76-2.06, P=0.37) was noted between
the two groups.
Publication bias

No significant publication bias was observed for any of
the outcomes by the funnel plot (Fig. 6).

Discussion
The success of a colonoscopy is largely determined by
the quality of the bowel preparation. With over 14 million
colonoscopies being performed annually in the United States
for colon cancer screening purposes alone, the cost of a poor
preparation can be substantial [5,6]. Patient’s tolerance to
bowel preparation has mostly been attributed to the large
volume required to adequately cleanse the bowel. As many
as 38% of patients do not complete the bowel preparation
due to palatability and/or intolerance to the large volume

required [19,20]. As a result, numerous studies have been
performed using a lower volume of PEG solution in an effort
to increase tolerability. Several adjuncts have been studied
using a smaller volume of PEG solution (2 L), including
bisacodyl, senna, magnesium citrate, and ascorbic acid with
varying results [7-11,19].
Our meta-analysis was conducted to examine the effects of 2 L
PEG solution with bisacodyl as compared to 4 L PEG. Only RCTs
in adult patients were evaluated and used in this study. Based on
our results, low-volume PEG (2 L) with bisacodyl (10-20 mg)
offers major benefits in clinical practice as it demonstrates less
nausea, vomiting and bloating, without adversely affecting the
bowel preparation. Therefore, low-volume PEG with bisacodyl
may be considered an alternative to the traditional full-dose (4
L) PEG for bowel preparation prior to colonoscopy.
The strengths of this meta-analysis include the use of only
RCTs in varying populations and significant endpoints that
are applicable to clinical practice. In addition, this represents
the first meta-analysis to date on the subject of low-volume
PEG with bisacodyl. Limitations to this study are as follows.
First, this meta-analysis only addressed low-volume PEG
with bisacodyl as compared to full-dose PEG. There are
other adjuncts and methods of bowel preparation which are
in use and studied, such as senna, vitamin C, magnesium
citrate, and split dose preparations, were beyond the scope
of this analysis. Second, a limited number of studies were
available to be included in this analysis; however, these are
the only studies to-date on this topic. Third, the dosage of
bisacodyl used varied from 10 to 20 mg depending on the
study. Fourth, heterogeneity was noted for two outcomes
(satisfactory preparation and nausea). In response, a random
effects model was utilized to minimize the heterogeneity
effect. Also, a study elimination analysis was performed
in which the results were the same without heterogeneity
(satisfactory preparation –
OR 1.15; 95% CI: 0.81-1.64, P=0.44; I2=10%, P=0.34
and nausea - OR 0.65; 95% CI: 0.49-0.88, P<0.01; I2=36%,
P=0.21). Finally, in 2011, the combination of 2 L PEG and
>5mg of bisacodyl has been withdrawn from the market in
the United States per FDA recommendations due to safety
concerns, specifically ischemic colitis. Given this recent
event, further randomized controlled trials would have to
be performed to evaluate the benefit of 2 L PEG with 5 mg
of bisacodyl.
In conclusion, our meta-analysis shows that low-volume
(2 L) PEG with bisacodyl demonstrates less nausea and
vomiting without adversely affecting the bowel preparation.
Therefore, low-volume PEG with bisacodyl appears to be a
reasonable alternative to the traditional 4 L PEG for bowel
preparation in appropriate patients. However, given the
increased risk of ischemic colitis with larger doses of bisacodyl
and PEG, additional randomized controlled trials with lowdose bisacodyl and PEG would be extremely beneficial.
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Summary Box
What is already known:

• Adequate bowel preparation prior to colonoscopy
is extremely important
• Many studies have evaluated alternative bowel
preparation prior to colonoscopy to improve
tolerability without effecting efficacy of the
traditional 4 L polyethylene glycol (PEG)
• Adding bisacodyl to 2 L PEG may improve tolerability
without sacrificing efficacy; however, studies have
varied in their results
What the new findings are:

• 2 L PEG with bisacodyl does improve patient
tolerability as compared to the traditional 4 L PEG
• 2 L PEG with bisacodyl demonstrates no statistically
significant differences in satisfactory, excellent, or
poor bowel preparations prior to colonoscopy as
compared to the traditional 4 L PEG
• 2 L PEG with bisacodyl appears to be a reasonable
alternative to the traditional 4 L PEG in respect to
tolerability and efficacy
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